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INJECTTVE BANACH SPACES OF CONTINUOUS
FUNCTIONSi1)

BY

JOHN WOLFE

Abstract. A description is given of the compact Hausdorff spaces S such

that the Banach space C(S) of continuous functions on S is a Px-space for

X < 3 (under the assumption that 5 satisfies the countable chain condition).

The existence of extension operators from C(X* \ X) to C(X*) is examined

under the assumption that C(X*) is injective where X* is some compactifi-

cation of a locally compact extremally disconnected Hausdorff space X (if

C (S) is injective, S is of this form). Some new examples of injective spaces
C(S) are given.

1. Introduction and statement of results. A Banach space X is injective if it

has the following extension property: every bounded linear operator from a

subspace of a Banach space into X can be extended to a bounded linear

operator on the whole space. Goodner [19] introduced a family of Banach

spaces equivalent to the injective spaces: for any X > 1, a Banach space X is

a Px-space if, whenever X is isometrically embedded in another Banach

space, there is a projection onto the image of X with norm not larger than X.

A Banach space is injective iff it is a PA-space for some X > 1. Goodner [19],

Nachbin [29], and Kelley [23] characterized the P^spaces: a Banach space is

a P,-space iff it is isometrically isomorphic to the space of continuous

functions on an extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space, i.e., a

space T such that the closure of any open set in T is open.

A concrete characterization of the injective Banach spaces seems to be an

unmanageable problem at the present time. The outstanding conjecture is

that a Banach space is injective iff it is isomorphic to a P,-space. This paper

deals with the more restricted problem of characterizing those compact

Hausdorff spaces whose space of continuous functions is injective. The

strongest results are obtained for Px-spaces for X < 3.

Injective spaces of continuous functions have previously been investigated
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in Amir [1], [2], [4], Banilower [7], Cohen, Labbé and Wolfe [10], Isbell and

Semadeni [21], and Wolfe [38]. The bibliography contains a partial list of

books and papers which include results on injective Banach spaces.

The letters S and T are reserved for compact Hausdorff spaces and C(T) is

the Banach space of real-valued continuous functions on T with the supre-

mum norm. If J is a closed subset of S, a bounded linear operator E:

C(J) -> C(S) is an extension operator if E(f)\j = /for each/ E C(J).

To state our main result we use the terminology on quotient spaces from

pp. 96-99 of Kelley [24].
Definition. Let S be a compact Hausdorff space and let £>,,..., Dn be

disjoint closed subsets of S for some n > 2. For each i = 2,..., n let A,-:

D¡ -» D¡_x be a homeomorphism from D¡ into D¡_x. Assume A2: D2-» Dx is a

homeomorphism onto. For each s E S define s E (S — U"_2Ö() by s = s if

s E ö".2Di and s = A2 ° A3 ° • • • ° A,.(j) if 5 E Z>,. for i - 2,..., n. Let <$

be the partition of S determined by the equivalence relation sx ~ s2 if sx = s2.

A partition of S obtained in this manner will be called an elementary partition

of S. If there is an extension operator from C(u"aXD¡) to C(S) then ty will

be called an elementary partition of S admitting an extension operator and the

quotient space S/tf) will be called an elementary quotient space ofS.

It is easily verified that any elementary quotient space is a compact

Hausdorff space. The following is a visualization of an elementary partition:

(T.,

A topological space has the countable chain condition (abbreviated CCC) if

every family of disjoint nonempty open sets is countable.

Isbell and Semadeni [21] and Amir [1] showed that if C(T) is Px-space for

A < 2 then T is extremally disconnected. In [4], Amir examined Px-spaces

C(T) for small values of A and obtained strong results for A < 2\. Our main

result follows:

Theorem 1.1. Suppose T is a compact Hausdorff space satisfying the CCC. If

C(T) is a Px-space for A < 3, then T is an elementary quotient space of an

extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space satisfying the CCC.

The following partial converse is elementary (see §3.1):

Proposition 1.2. If T is an elementary quotient space of an extremally
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disconnected compact Hausdorff space, then C(T) is a Px-space for some X

(possibly larger than 3).

A continuous function <p: S -> T is irreducible if it is onto but no proper

closed subset of S is mapped onto T. A Gleason map for a space T is an

irreducible map <b: S -» T where S is extremally disconnected. Every compact

Hausdorff space has an (essentially unique) Gleason map (see Gleason [18]).

Isbell and Semadeni [21] have shown that if C(T) is a Px-space for X < 3,

then the Gleason map for T is of finite order, i.e., for an integer n the inverse

image under the Gleason map for each point in t has cardinality less than n.

As an immediate corollary to Theorem 1.1 we get:

Corollary 1.3. Suppose T satisfies the CCC. If C(T) is a Px-space for

X < 3, then the Gleason map for T is a local homeomorphism.

Additional technical properties of Gleason maps for spaces T satisfying

Corollary 1.3 are contained in Theorem 3.3.1.

Theorem 1.4. Suppose C(T) is a Px-space for X < 3. Let U be an open set in

T and let A = U and M = A C\ (T\A). Then there is an extension operator

E: C(A)->C(T) (equivalently, there is an extension operator E: C(M)-+

C(T)) and so C(A) are C(M) are injective. If T satisfies the CCC, then M is

extremally disconnected.

§§2 and 3 contain the proofs of the above results. Proposition 3.1.1

containing a general relationship between averaging (defined below) and

extension operators may be of some independent interest.

Any topological space contains a uniquely determined maximal, open,

extremally disconnected set since the union of any family of open extremally

disconnected sets is open and extremally disconnected. Thus any space T is

the union of a maximal open extremally disconnected set and its complemen-

tary set which we call the Amir boundary of T and denote by TA. Amir [1], [2]

proved that if C(T) is injective, then TA is nowhere dense. Thus if C(T) is

injective we may view T as a compactification X* of a locally compact

extremally disconnected Hausdorff space X.

In §4 we consider the question of which compactifications X* of locally

compact extremally disconnected Hausdorff spaces X have the property that

C(X*) is injective. In particular (Propositions 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3) we show the

relationship between the existence of extension operators from the growth

X*\X to X* and the existence of extension operators from the growth

ß(X)\X to ß(X) (ß(X) is the Stone-Cech compactification of X).

§5 contains some new examples of compact Hausdorff spaces T such that

C(T) is injective.
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§6 contains several remarks, questions and open problems on injective

Banach spaces of type C(T).

Let <i>: S -» T be a map from one compact Hausdorff space onto another.

Then <f> determines an isometric embedding <fr°: C(T)-+ C(S) of C(T) in

C(S) defined by <p°(f) = f ° $ for each/ E C(T). A bounded linear opera-

tor u: C(S) -> C(T) is an averaging operator for <p if u(<f>°(f)) = f for every

/ E C(T). The map cb admits an averaging operator « with ||«|| < A iff there

is a projection P of C(S) onto the image <t>°(C(T)) of C(T) with ||P|| < A.
The approach taken in this paper to the injective spaces C(T) is to try to

obtain implications from the fact that the Gleason map for T has an

averaging operator. For any compact Hausdorff space T, the Gleason map <J>:

S -* T provides an isometric embedding <f>°: C(T) -> C(S) of C(T) into the

P,-space C(S). It follows from this that C(T) is a Px-space iff the Gleason

map for T has an averaging operator with norm not larger than A.

It is hoped that some of the techniques of §3 used in studying averaging

operators for Gleason maps might prove useful in the analysis of the ex-

istence of averaging operators for arbitrary maps between compact Hausdorff

spaces.

2. The key proposition and proof of the main theorem. In this section we

state the key Proposition 2.1 and prove the main theorem from this proposi-

tion. The lengthy proof of the key proposition is contained in the next

section.

A set is plural if it contains more than one point.

Key Proposition 2.1. Suppose T is a compact Hausdorff space satisfying the

CCC. Suppose C(T) is a Px-space forX<3 and let <p: S -» T be the Gleason

map for T. Then there are two closed and open disjoint sets Wx and Sx whose

union is S such that

(a) 4>\„r is one-to-one and, if<¡>~x(t) is plural, then 4>~\t) n Wx j= 0,

(b) D = {cf>-1(0 n Wx: t E T and<f>-\t) is plural) is a closed set,

(c) <b, = 4>\s : Sx -» 4>(SX) is a Gleason map having an averaging operator of

norm at most A.

Remark. To provide some insight into this proposition note that, if cb was

an elementary quotient map and if Wx was any closed and open set contain-

ing Dx and missing D¡ for / > 2, then parts (a) and (b) of this proposition

would be satisfied.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. To show that <> is the quotient map arising from an

elementary partition of S we will produce the sets Dx,...,Dn and into

homeomorphisms h2,...,hn. Let Wx and Sx be as in Proposition 2.1. Define

Dx = i>_1(0 n Wx: tET and <t>~x(t) is plural}. Since $,: S, -»<HS,) is a
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Gleason map having an averaging operator with norm less than 3, a reap-

plication of Proposition 2.1 yields disjoint closed and open sets W2 and S2

whose union is Sx again satisfying (a), (b) and (c). Define D2 = {<f»-I(0 n

W2: t E T and <i>-1(0 is plural}. To define h2: D2 -» Dx note that if s £ D2

then, for some t E T, s E <i>~x(t) and <¡>~x(t) is plural. Thus <J>-1(f) is plural

and there is a unique point s' = {<i>-1(0 n Wx) in Dx. Define h2(s) = s'.

Since D2 is closed (and compact) by (b), h2 is a homeomorphism. The order

of $x is one less than the order of <b. We continue applying Proposition 2.1 to

<t>i = 4>\s,' % "*<£(S¡) f°r ' ^ 1 and obtain W/+1, Si+X, Di+X, 6/+, and <f>/+i.
The procedure terminates when we obtain Dn where n is the order of <i>. Thus

<f> is a quotient map arising from an elementary partition.

The existence of an extension operator E: C(U".xDt)-*C(S) follows

immediately from Propositions 3.1.2 and 3.1.1(b) which will be proved in the

next section. Let M = {t E T: <¡>-x(t) n Wx =/= 0 and <*-1(0 n Sx¥= 0).

Then by Proposition 3.1.2 there is an extension operator E: C(M)-* C(T).

By (a) of Proposition 2.1, M = {t E T: <t>~x(t) is plural} and since <j> is an

elementary quotient map, <b~x(M) = U".XD¡. Also M is closed by (b) of

Proposition 2.1. Thus by Proposition 3.1.1(b), there is an extension operator

from C(\J".xDt) to C(S) and the proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete.

3. Proof of the Key Proposition. This section contains a lengthy develop-

ment leading to the proof of the Key Proposition 2.1 at the end. The section

is divided into 6 subsections with the first four being independent of one

another.

3.1. In this subsection we discuss some relationships between averaging and

extension operators. Special cases of the next proposition include Remarks (2)

and (3) of Amir [3], Theorem 2.4 of Arens [5], Theorem 1 of Dean [13],

Proposition 5.2.3 of Ditor [14] and Proposition 4 of Isbell and Semadeni [21].

Proposition 3.1.1. Let <b: S -» T be an onto map. Let J be the closure of the

set {t e T: £-'(/) is plural). Let Jx - <i»-1(./) and <bx = tb^: JX-*J.

(a) There is an averaging operator for <b <& there is an averaging operator ux

for <p! and a bounded linear operator E: C(Jx)-> C(S) such that E(f)\Jx =/

for eachf E C(JX) in the kernel ofux.

(b) Suppose there is an averaging operator for $. Then there is an extension

operator E: C(J)-*C(T)<¿> there is an extension operator Ex: C(/,)-»

C(S).

Remark. This proposition and its proof remain true if / is any closed set

containing {t E T: <b~\t) is plural}.

Proof, (a) Suppose u: C(S)-» C(T) is an averaging operator. Define «,:

C(Jx)-> C(J) for / E C(JX) by «,(/) = u(f)\j where / E C(S) is any
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extension off. Then ux is well defined since if/and/' are two extensions of/,

then/ — /' vanishes on Jx and/ — /' = cb°(A) for some A E C(T) and thus

«(/- f)\j - »(<Í>°(A))|/ = A|7 = 0. If g E C(J) and g E C(T) is an exten-
sion of g, then ti,(«6°(g)) = u(<j>°(g))\j = g|y = g and thus w, is an averaging

operator for <f>,. Define E: C(JX)->C(S) for / E C(JX) by E(f)=f-
4>°u(f) where/ E C(S) is any extension of/. It is straightforward to verify

that E is well defined and has the desired properties. Conversely, if ux and E

are given it is straightforward to verify that an averaging operator u: C(S) ->

C(T) is given by u = (cb0)-1^ - E(4>¡ux - IX)R] where / and Ix are identity

operators on C(S) and C(JX) and R: C(S)-+ C(JX) is the restriction

operator.

(b) Suppose m is an averaging operator for <f> and let E0: C(J)-> C(T) be

an extension operator. If E: C(7,)-> C(S) is as in part (a), then

$°E0ux + E(I — cb°u,): C(/,)-> C(S) is the desired extension operator.

Conversely, if EQ: C(JX)^ C(S) is an extension operator then so is uErfj>°:

C(J)^C(S).
Proof of Proposition 1.2. Suppose that Tis an elementary quotient space

of the extremally disconnected space S with quotient map cb: S -» T. Let

Dx,..., D„ and h2,... ,hn be as in the definition of elementary quotient

space. Then the set {t E T: <f>-1(<) is plural) is closed since it equals 4>(DX).

Let /, 7, and cb, be as in the last proposition. Then Jx = UJLi-D,-- Define an

averaging operator ux: C(JX) -» C(J) by «,(/) = g where g(t) = /(<b-I(0 n

Dx) for t E J. By the definition of elementary quotient space there is an

extension operator E: C(JX) -» C(S). Thus there is an averaging operator for

<í> by (a) of the last proposition and so C(T) is a Px-space.

The next proposition generalizes Theorem 2 of Amir [3]. The proof is

essentially the same as his.

Proposition 3.1.2. Let cb: S -> T be an irreducible onto map, U be a closed

and open subset of S and let M = {t E T: <î>~l(t) n U ¥= 0 and t>_1(0 n (S

\ U) =£ 0}. // there is an averaging operator for cb with norm less than 3 then

there is an extension operator E: C(M) -» C(T).

Proof. Let u: C(S) -> C(T) be an averaging operator for cb with ||«|| < 3

- r, 0 < r. Denote U by Ux and let U2= S \ Ux. The characteristic function

of U¡ is denoted Xu • F°r / = 1 or 2 define operators

A,: C(M) -> C(<t>(Ut)) for/ E C(M) by A,{f) = u(Xi^u,y *7 %(u,)

where / E C(T) is any continuous extension of /. To see that A¡ is well

defined, let /and/' be two extensions off. Then/ - /' vanishes on M and so

X(s\fjj)' </»°(/- /') = 4>°(n) where A E C(T) is defined by A = 0 and <p(U¡)
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and h =/"-/"' on T\tf.U,). Thus w(x(SNt,y *°(/- f')%(U¡) - u(<p"h)\HU¡)
= A ̂(y) = 0 and A¡ is well defined.

The restriction maps R¡: C(<b(U,))^ C(M) are defined by R¡(f) = f\M.

We will show that \\RtAt - 7|| < 1 and thus R¡A¡: C(M)-*C(M) is invert-

ible. Then E¡ = A¡(RiA/)~x: C(A7) -» C((b(U¡)) is an extension operator since

R¡E, =» 7. Piecing together the halves Ex and E2 gives the desired extension

operator E: C(M) -> C(T).

We finish the proof by showing \\R¡A¡ - 7|| < 1. We prove the case / = 2.

Fix/ E C(M) with 11/11 <1,?£M,6>0, and an extension / of/. Choose

an open neighborhood V of q so that, if t E V, then \f(t) — f(q)\ < e and

\uiXu ' $°/)(0 "~ u(Xu ' 4>"f)iq)\ < £- Since <£ is irreducible, there is an open

set W in T with <p~\W) c Ux n $-1(í0- Let í be any point in W and

choose g E C(T) so that g is positive, supported on W, and g(t) — 1 = || g\\.

Define F = (1 + /(9))<»0g - Xt/, • «í»7+ Xc/^Y- Then F E C(S) and ||F|| <

1 + e. Since F « (1 + /(?))<í>0g + <f>°/ - 2XUt<?°f, u(F)(t) = 1 + f(q) + f(t)

- 2u(XUl<?°f)(t) = 1 + f(q) + [f(t) - f(q)] + f(q) - 2{[u(XUi ■ 4>°f)(t) ~
u(Xu, • *"f)(q)} + "(Xt/, • *°/K<r)} > 1 + 2f(q) - 2A2(f)(q) - 3e. But (1 +
e)(3 - r) > (1 + e)\\u\\ > u(F)(t) and c is arbitrary so A2(f)(q) - f(q) >

-(1 - r/2). Since the same inequality holds for -/, \A2(f)(q) - f(q)\ < 1

- r/2 for q E M and thus ||P2^2 ~ 7|| < 1 - r/2. This proves the propo-

sition.

Remark. One can show that if E: C(M) -» C(T) is the extension operator

constructed in the last proposition, then ||£|| < (||m|| - l)/(3 - ||«||). This is

the inequality obtained by Amir [3].

Theorem 3.1.3. Suppose C(T) is a Px-space for X < 3 and T satisfies the

CCC. Then every boundary for the Gleason map $: S -* T for T is extremally

disconnected, i.e. if U is a closed and open subset of S, then Mv = {t E T:

4>~x(t) n U ¥* 0 and <b~x(t) r\ (S \ U) ¥* 0) is an extremally disconnected

set.

Proof. By the last proposition, if M is a boundary then there is an

extension operator E: C(M) -+C(T). By Lemma 2.5 of Wolfe [38] or p. 230

of Rosenthal [34], M satisfies the CCC. The set M is contained in P^ = {t E

Tj 4>~\t) is plural} and by Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 1.2 of Wolfe [38] the set

P is extremally disconnected. A topological space is an P-space or_quasi-

disconnected if disjoint open Fa subsets have disjoint closures. Then P is an

P-space. A closed subset of an P-space is an P-space by Proposition 24.2.5 of

Semadeni [35] so that M is an P-space. The theorem now follows from a

result of Rosenthal [34, p. 19]: if A" is a compact P-space satisfying the CCC

then X is extremally disconnected.

Proof of Theorem 1.4. This theorem is an immediate application of the

last two results.
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The next proposition will be used in proving part (c) of the Key Proposi-

tion. Results on a situation similar to the one covered by this proposition can

be found in Proposition 4.6 of Pçltzynski [30] and Proposition 2.8 of Ditor

[15].

Proposition 3.1.4. Let cb: S -* T be an onto map which has an averaging

operator u: C(S) -* C(T). Suppose S is the disjoint union of closed and open

sets Wx and Sx. Let K = <b(Wx) n <f>(Sx), Kx - 4>~X(K) nS^ = 4>\Ki: Kx -»
K, and cb, = cb|s : SX-*$(SX). Then, if v is an averaging operator for i//, then

there is an averaging operator uxfor tb, with \\ux\\ < ||w|| ||o||.

Proof. For/ E C(SX), define/ E C(S) by/ = /on Sx and/ = #(/) on

Wx where <p2 = d>|w: Wx -> 4>(WX) and where/' E C(</>(W,)) is any extension

oîv(f\K) E C(K) with U/H = \\v(f\K)\\. Define «,(/) - «(/X^.^Then ux
is well defined since, if/ and/ are two extensions of v(f\K), then/, — f2 =

<b°(A) where A = 0 on <b(S,) and A = / - / on <p(Wx) and thus u(fx - /) =

"(«¿»''(A)) = A vanishes on <j>(Sx). Furthermore, «, is an averaging operator

since, if / = <b°(A) for A E C(c>(S,)), we may choose an extension h E C(T)

of A and let/ = A"L,W) and then ux(tj,°x(h)) = u(<t>0(h%lSi) = A. Also, \\ux(f)\\

< IN 11/11 < IN IN 11/11 and ||«,|| < ||»|| ||0||.
3.2. The purpose of this subsection is to state and prove Proposition 3.2.1.

We begin by defining the basic concepts of a boundary for an onto map and

an /--weighted open set for a closed set.

Definition. Let <b: S -> T be an onto map. If U is a closed and open subset

of S then the set Mv = {t E T: $~\t) n U ̂  0 and <6_1(0 n (S \U)¥^
0} is called a boundary for cb.

A simple topological argument shows that if cb: S -» T is a Gleason map

then M is a boundary for cb <=> M is a "topological boundary", i.e., there is an

open set Wsuch that M = »T n (7/ \ W).
Let m: C(S) -> C(r) be a bounded linear operator. For a compact Haus-

dorff space S, M(S) denotes the dual space of C(S) which we identify with

the space of regular Borel measures on S. For u E M(S), \p\ is the total

variation measure of p and || u|| ■ | p\(S). For t E T, 8, E M(T) is defined

by 8,(f) = /(/)• The integral representation for u is the map t -* pt of T into

M(5) defined by p, = u*(8t). The map /-»u, is w* continuous and ||u|| =

sup{|| p,\\: t E T) (see Proposition 4.1 of Peitzynski [30].) If <b: S-> T is an

onto map, then «: C(S)-> C(T) is an averaging operator for <b«*for each

í E T and Borel set B c T, u,(cb-I(P)) = 8,(B) (see Lemma 2.1 of Ditor

[15].)
Definition. Let cb: S -> T be an onto map which has an averaging operator

u with integral representation / -» pr Let M be a closed set in T, G an open
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set in T and r > 0. Then G is an r-weighted open set for M (with respect to u)

if | pt\((p-\M)) > r for each t E G.

Proposition 3.2.1. Let <J>: S -> 7 be an irreducible onto map which has an

averaging operator u with \\u]\ < 3 — r where 0 < r < 1. Let U be a closed and

open set in S and let Mv be the boundary for <j> determined by U. Then there is

an open neighborhood G of Mv such that G is an r-weighted open set for Mv.

Proof. For the closed and open set U, let M denote the boundary Mv and

let Ux = U and U2 = S \ U. Choose an e > 0 so that ||w|| < 3 - (r + e). Let

t -» pt be the integral representation of u. For each q E M choose an open

neighborhood Gq such that, for y and z in Gq, | ju^(C^-) — pz(U¡)\ < e/2 for

i = 1, 2. Then G = Uq£MGq is the desired set. For t E M, \p,\($~\M)) >

p,((b~x(M)) - 8t(M) = 1 > r. Thus assume y E Gq for some q E M and

y g M. We must show that \py\(<b-x(M)) > r. Let M¡ = <í>"'(M) n U, for

i = 1,2. Then 0 = 8y(M) = fy(t>-\M)) = py(Mx) + py(M2) and so | ̂ (A/,)!
= | py(M2)\. Since <í>_1(y) is a subset of either Ux or £/2, by symmetry we may

suppose <t>~x(y) C Ux. Let V2 = {/: <p~x(t) C t/2}. Then y £ K2 and so

^(i/,) = py(M2) + Pytt-KVJ) = py(M2) + Ó^Kj) = ^(MJ. Therefore

líVlft-'W) > |^(M,)| + \Py(M2)\ = 2\py(M2)\ = 2|^,(i/2)|. Thus it
suffices to show that | Py(U2)\ > r/2.

Suppose to the contrary that | /^(Lyl < r/2. Since <b is irreducible, there is

a point z with <i>~'(z) c $~l(Gq) n i/2, i.e., z E Gq and ^"'(z) C i/2. If

V = {t E T: <t>-x(t) c i/2}, then z E V and thus /^(Ly = j^ÎA/^ +

fcfo-'W) = M,(^2) + «,(H - ^(M,) + 1. Thus \pz(MJ\ >\1- p,«!,)]
> 1 - py(U2) - \pz(U2) - uy(U2)\ > 1 - (r + e)/2. As before we have

k(M,)| = \p,(M¿\ and thus ||«|| > ||Mz|| > \u^-\z))\ + \uz(Mx)\ +

\uz(M2)\ > 1 + 2\uz(M2)\ = 3 — (r + e). This contradicts the choice of e and

proves the proposition.

3.3. In this subsection we obtain a topological result (Theorem 3.3.1) about

onto maps <p: S -» T of finite order where S and T are totally disconnected

and every boundary for <j> is extremally disconnected.

We begin with some definitions. Let 4>: S -> T be an onto map where S

and T are compact Hausdorff spaces. A cover 6q = {G; Vs) of a finite fiber

Q - <?~l(q) is a closed and open neighborhood G of q together with a

disjoint family { Us}seQ of open sets in S such that (i) s E Us for each s E Q

and (ii) <¡>~X(G) = Us(=qUs. It follows from (ii) that each set Us is closed and

open. If Gx is a closed and open subset of G with ? E Gx c G, then the

refinement Gx A ß? of the cover Qq is defined by Gx/\6q = {Gx; Us n

^"'(G,)}. The i/tf/tf/ng í<?í Af((B?) of the cover Qq is defined by M(Qq) = {t

E T: Q-\t) n £/f ¥> 0 for each í E <f>~'(?)}. Clearly ? e A/((2?).
These definitions are illustrated by the following example:
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Under the map cb parallel lines in S are mapped homeomorphically onto

the line parallel to them in T. Thus the fiber over each point in T is a

doubleton except that cb-1(c7) contains 3 points. For the cover Qq = {T; Ux,

U2, U3}, the splitting set M(Qq) is {q}. Note that in this example there is no

closed and open set U in S such that the boundary Mv of <i> determined by U

is the same as the splitting set Qq. For this example, Qq has no proper

refinement.

The conclusion of the next theorem is in sharp contrast to what happens in

the above example. To paraphrase the first part of the theorem, for the setting

in which we are interested, each cover of a fiber has a refinement whose

splitting set is a boundary.

Theorem 3.3.1. Let cb: 5 -» T be an onto map of finite order where S and T

are totally disconnected compact Hausdorff spaces. Assume that every boundary

for cb is extremally disconnected. Then for any cover Qq = {G; U,) for a plural

fiber <f> ~ x(q), there is a closed and open set G, with a E Gx C G such that

(i) the splitting set for Gx f\ßqis a boundary for <p, i.e., there is a closed and

open set U in S such that M(GX A ß?) = {''■ <&"'(0 n U i= 0 and §~\t) n

iS\U) + 0}.
(ii) There is a point b E cb~'(a) such that, ///EG, and {s E <f>-I(i7):

<P_1(0 (1 Us t¿ 0} is a plural set, then <t>~l(t) n Ub ¥= 0.

Two lemmas are needed for the proof of this theorem.

Lemma 3.3.2. Let § be a family of nonempty subsets of the finite set 4>~\q).

Assume <p~x(q) E 5". Suppose that if Fx and F2 are sets in *%; then either

Fx c F2 or F2 c Fx. Then

(a) there is a point a E<f>~l(q) such that, if F E *% and a E F, then

F=<?-\q).
(b) There is a point b E <¡>~\q) such that if F E f then b E F.
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Proof. The lemma is obvious since we are assuming the sets in f are

linearly ordered. Thus let a be any element of <b~x(t)\\J{F: FGÏ and

F ¥* 4>~\t)) and let b be any element of D{F:F E f).

If ßq = {G; Us) is a cover for the fiber <t>~x(q) and if / £ G then F(t, Gq)

denotes a subset of <b~x(q) defined by F(t, Gq) = {s£ <T'(?): <f>_1(0 n ¿7,

¥=0}.

Lemma 3.3.3. Let <b: S -^ T be an onto map where S and T are totally

disconnected compact Hausdorff spaces. Let Qq= {G; Us) be a cover of the

finite fiber <b~x(q). Then there is a closed and open set G, c G with q E G, C

G such that ///EG, and F = F(t, G, A <2?) then there is a net ta-*q such

that, for each ta, F(ta, G, A C?) = P-

Proof. Let § = {F: F c <i>~l(q) and there is a closed and open set GF in

T with a E GpE G such that, if / E GF, then F(t, (3) ̂  F). Define G, -

D{GF: F E §}. If / E G,, then F = F(/, G, A C?) E S. Thus every neigh-
borhood of q has a point /, with F(tx, G, f\Qq) = F and the lemma is

proved.

Proof of Theorem 3.3.1. Suppose Qq = {G; Us) is a cover of the fiber

<¡>~x(q). Let G, be a closed and open set in T with ? E G, c G satisying the

last lemma. Let f « {F c <b"'(«): P = *"(/» ß,) for some / E G, and F is

plural}. To show that f is a linearly ordered family of sets we suppose to the

contrary that there are subsets P, and F2 in 5" and points/?, and/?2 in «¿"'(a)

with /?, E P, \ P2 and/?2 E P2 \ P,. Let (7=1^0 ¿V^. Define open subsets
Vx and V2 of the-boundary Af^ by / E F, if / E A/j, and <¡>~x(t) n t7A = 0.

The sets F, and V2 are disjoint (since / E Vx n V2 => / £ My), nonempty (by

choice of the /?,'s and since the P,'s are plural, /?, E V2 and /?2 E Vx) and

a E Vx n K2 (by the last lemma). Thus My is not extremally disconnected.

This proves that the sets in 15 satisfy Lemma 3.3.2.

Choose points a and b satisfying (a) and (b) of Lemma 3.3.2. If we let M be

the boundary of cb determined by the closed and open set Ua n <b-I(G,), then

M c M(GX A et) by (a) (M(GX /\ßq)cM in general) and so M = M(GX

A Qq). This proves part (i) and part (ii) follows from (b) and the definition of

9.
3.4. Another ingredient in the proof of the Key Proposition is Theorem

3.4.1 whose proof is the objective of this subsection.

Let <j>: S -» T be an onto map. If U is an open set in S and M is a closed

set in T, then M is an n-boundary relative to U if there are n disjoint open sets

G,.G„ in T with (¿"'(G,.) c U for / - 1,..., n and M - n?_,G^. If u:
C(5)-> C(T) is an averaging operator for <b, then, for r > 0, A/ is an

r-weight n-boundary relative to U if M is an «-boundary relative to U and also
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there is an open neighborhood G of M such that | pt\(<b X(M)) > r for each

t E G where t -> ju., is the integral representation of u.

Theorem 3.4.1. Let <f>: S-+T be an onto map and suppose S is extremally

disconnected and u: C(S) -» C(T) is an averaging operator for <b. Let F be a

subset of the finite fiber <i>-1(?) with n = cardinality of F and let r > 0. Then

for any k > 1, there is an open neighborhood W of F such that there is no

r-weighted (n + k)-boundary relative to W.

We need a lemma for the proof of this theorem.

Lemma 3.4.2. Let <b: S -» P be an onto map which has an averaging operator

u. Suppose S is extremally disconnected. Let <b~x(q) be a finite fiber. Then for

any r > 0 there is a neighborhood U of q such that if M is a closed set in U not

containing q and G is any r-weighted open set for M then q g. G.

Proof. Suppose the conclusion of the lemma is false. Then there is an

r > 0 such that in every neighborhood U of q there is a closed set M and an

r-weighted open set G for M such that q £ M and q E G.

Claim A. There is a disjoint sequence of closed sets M„ and a sequence of

open sets G„ for n = 1, 2,... such that for each «

(1) G„ is an r-weighted open set for A/„,

(2) q £ M„ and

(3)qEG„.
The proof of the claim is by induction. As T is a neighborhood of q, there is_a

closed AÍ, and an r-weighted open set G, for M, with q £ M, and q E Gx.

This takes care of the first step. Suppose disjoint closed sets Mx,..., M„ and

open sets G,,..., G„ have been chosen satisfying (1), (2), and (3). Since

q £ M¡ for i = 1,..., n, there is an open neighborhood U of q which is

disjoint from each M, for i = I,..., n. So there is a closed set MJL+X in U

and an r-weighted open set Gn+, for A/n+, with q £ Mn+X and q £ Gn+X. The

sets Mx,..., M„+x are disjoint since Mn+X c U. This proves the claim.

By assumption, <b~x(q) has a finite number of points. Suppose m >

card(<J>~'(#)). Momentarily consider any m open sets G,,..,., Gm in T such

that q E G¡ for i = 1,..., m. We assert that there must be distinct integers i

and/ such that q E G¡ n Gj. Because if this is not true and if D denotes the

set of distinct pairs of integers from 1 to m, then for every (/,/) E D there is

an open neighborhood Vy of q such that Vy n (G, n GJ) = 0. Let V =

n{ij)eDV¡r Then for afly (l'f) e D*Jf n (°t n Ç) " 0- But since K is an
open neighborhood of q and q E G¡, it follows that q E_V n G,. for i =

I.m. For / - 1.m let W, « Kn G,-. Then ? E ^. and the sets IT,
are now disjoint. Since S is extremally disconnected, the sets <b~x(Wj) are
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disjoint. But <fr(<fr~'(H/)) = W¡ and q E W¡, so there is a point in each of the

m disjoint sets <¡>~1(W¡) which is mapped onto q. This contradicts the

assumption that m > card(<b-1(c/)). This proves the assertion that if there are

m open sets each one containing q in its closure, then the intersection of some

pair of them contains q in its closure.

Using this assertion we now prove the following claim.

Claim B. For every integer A = 1,2,..., there is a disjoint sequence Mx,

M2,... of closed sets and a sequence G,\ G2,... of open sets such that, for

each n,

(4) Gk is an r2(*~^-weighted open set for Mk and

(5) a EG*.

The proof is by induction on A. This claim is true for A = 1 by Claim A.

We may assume that there are disjoint sets Mx, M2,... and open sets Gx,

Gk,... satisfying (4) and (5). We select the first set Gk+X as an intersection

of two of the first m sets Gxk, ...,Gk.By (5), q E G* for any n. Thus by the

assertion, thereJs a pair of distinct integers i and/ such that if Gxk+l = Gk n

G/, then a E Gxk+X. By (4), if / E Gxk+X then \pt\(<t>-x(Mk)) > r2<*-'> and

\p,\(4>~x(Mjk)) > r2(*-1) where /-»u, is the integral representation of u.

Therefore, since Mk and Mk are disjoint, letting M,*+1 = M¡k+l u Mf+X, we

get \p,\(<¡,-\Mxk+x)) > 2(r2(*-,)) = r2k. Therefore, G,*+1 is an (r2*)-weighted

open set for Mk+i. Thus we have constructed Mk+1 and G*+1 from the first

"block" of m sets in the sequences Mx, M2,... and Gx, G2.By the

same procedure, for any n, A/*+I and G*+l can be constructed from the nth

block of m sets in the sequences Mx, M¡[,...   and Gx, Gk,_This

completes the proof of Claim B.

The lemma is now immediate. For any integer A, if / E Gk, then, by (4),

IN > llftll > IaI(*_,(^Í)) > r2(k-x\ This contradicts the fact that ||u|| <
oo.

Proof of Theorem 3.4.1. Suppose the theorem is false. Then, for some

A > 1, for every neighborhood W of F there is an r-weighted (n + k)-

boundary relative to W. We will show that this implies that in every

neighborhood t7 of a there is a closed set M with q£ M and an r-weighted

open set G for M with q E G. This contradicts the last lemma and proves the
theorem.

Let U be any neighborhood of q. Let m = n + A. Choose a closed and

open set V in S with $~\q) n V = F and V c <b_1(t7). Let f denote the
collection of all w-tuples of disjoint open sets G,,..., Gm in T such that

(^"'(^C Kand

(2) if M = n T.XG¡ then Uf-iC is an r-weighted open set for M.

To each m-tuple {G„ ..., Gm) in 9, let G - Uf.,^. Let f * denote the
family of all open sets G arising in this manner. Using Zorn's Lemma we can
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choose a maximal family {Ga}aSl of disjoint members of IF*. For each

a El, let {Gxa,..., G«) be an m-tuple in <5 with Ga = UT-iG".

Define the disjoint open sets Ux,...,Um by Ui = UaeIG¡* for i =

1,..., m. Define the desired open^et G by G = Ujlií^. Finally, define the

desired closed set M by M = fl T-1 U¡-

The proof will be complete when we show that G and M have the

properties contradicting Lemma 3.4.2. It is clear that M is a closed subset of

U. It remains to be shown that q £ M and G is an r-weighted open set for M

with q_E G. To show that q £ Af, suppose to the contrary that q E M =

r\1LxU¡. Since Ü¡ =<ft(<|>~'(£/,■)) - ^"'(ÍT,-)), ? an element of M implies

<í>_1(?) n 4>~l(U¡) t¿ 0 for each / = 1.m. The sets Uu ..., t/. are

disjoint and, since 5 is extremally disconnected, the sets <f>-1(t/() are also

disjoint. Since V is closed and open, by (3), tb~x(U¡) c V. Thus we have

shown that <f>~x(q) intersects each of the m disjoint subsets

<t>-x(Ux),...,<i>-x(Um) of V. Therefore card(4>-1(?) n V) > m. However,

by the choice of V, <p~x(q) n V = F and card(P) = n. This contradiction

proves the q £ M.

To see that G is an r-weighted open set for M, let t E G = U?Li^■ —

Uf-i U „e/G". Then r E Gf for some / and ß E 7. Let f-»u, be the
integral representation of the averaging operator u. By (2), if A/^ = CVJL\G^,

then l/Llfo-'CAi,)) > r. But G/ c U, so A/^ = HT^G/* C rir-i^ = >^-
Therefore ^[(^"'(A/)) > [^[(^"'(A/^)) > r. This proves that G is an r-

weighted opea set for M.

Finally,_using the maximality of the family {Gx,..., G°}ae/ we will show

that q E G. For if q £ G then there is an open neighborhood W0 of q which

is disjoint from G. Let W = <?>"'( ̂o) n K. Then W is a neighborhood of P.

Therefore, by the assumption that the theorem is false, there is an r-weighted

m-boundary A/0 relative to W. Thus there are disjoint open sets Gx,..., G„

with <>_I(G,.)c WcV, M0 = nT-iG~i and such that UT-iG- is an r-
weighted open set for A/0. Thus (1) and (2) are satisfied and so the m-tuple

(G„..., Gm) belongs to f. Since G¡ c W0, G, is disjoint from G =

UT=i U aeiG". This contradicts the fact that {G°}ae/ =_{öT-\G")aeiis

a maximal family of disjoint elements of 'S*. Thus q E G. Thus M and G

have the desired properties contradicting Lemma 3.4.2.

3.5. In this subsection we prove that the Gleason maps in which we are

interested are local homeomorphisms.

An onto map 4>: S -» T is a local homeomorphism if each point s E S has a

neighborhood U on which <i> is one-to-one. Since S is compact this definition

is equivalent to each point in 5 having a neighborhood mapped homeomor-

phically onto its image.

Theorem 3.5.1. Suppose <J>: S -* T is a Gleason map having an averaging
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operator with norm less than 3. Suppose T satisfies the CCC. Then cb is a local

homeomorphism.

Lemma 3.5.2. Let cb: S -> T be an onto map of finite order. Suppose <f> is not a

local homeomorphism. Then there is a subset F of some fiber such that for every

open neighborhood U of F there is a point t E T with <b-I(/) c U and

card(cb_1(i))>card(P).

Proof. Let/? E S and q = cb(/?) and let Q = cb-1(a). If the conclusion of

the lemma is false, each subset F of cb has an open neighborhood UF such that

if <*>-'(/) C UF then card(c>_1(/)) < card(P). Let {Us)teQ be a disjoint

family of open sets with s E Ut and Us c UF if s E F (this is possible since

4>~x(q) is finite). Let V be an open neighborhood of q such that 4>~X(V) c

\JS&QUS. If U = Up r\ $~X(V), then it follows from the definitions of things

that cb is one-to-one when restricted to U. This proves the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 3.5.1. If a Gleason map <f>: S-+T has an averaging

operator with norm less than 3 then cb is of finite order (Theorem 1, Isbell and

Semadeni [21]) and T is totally disconnected (Amir [4]; Corollary 1.4 of

Wolfe [38]). Assuming cb is not a local homeomorphism and applying Lemma

3.5.2, let F be a subset of some fiber cb-1(a) such that for every neighborhood

U of F there is a point / E T with cb~'(/) c U and card(cb "'(/)) > n where

n = card(P). Suppose cb has an averaging operator with norm smaller than

3 - r where 0 < r. By Theorem 3.4.1, choose a neighborhood W of F such

that there is no r-weighted (n + A)-boundary relative to W for any A > 1

with n + k < order of <b. Choose / E T with <b~'(r) c Wand card(cb-1(r)) >

n + 1. Choose a disjoint family of open sets {Vs: s Ecb_1(/)} such that

s E Vs c W for each s E cb_1(f). Let G be a closed and open set in T with

/ E G c \J{$(VS): s E <#>-'(/)}. If Us = 4>~X(G) n Vs, then 6, = {G; Us) is
a cover for cb~'(/) with Us c W for each s E 4>~x(t). Since cb has extremally

disconnected boundaries (Theorem 3.1.3), by part (i) of Theorem 3.3.1, there

is a closed and open set G0 in T with / E G0 c G such that if M = M(G0/\

6t) = {/ E G0: «¿-'(r) n Us ̂  0 for each s E <b"'(/)} then M is a boundary

relative to cb. Thus M has an r-weighted open neighborhood by Proposition

3.2.1. Using the irreducibility of <b we now obtain the contradiction that M is

an (n + A)-boundary relative to W. For each of the points s E cb ""'(/) let

Gs = (/ E T: cb~'(0 c Us n cb-1(G0)}. The sets G, are disjoint and, since cb

is irreducible and Us and G0 are closed and open, G, = cb(i7J) n G0. Thus

n{Gs: s E <p~x(t)} = M and since cb-1^) c Wîot each s and card(cb_I(0)

> n, M is an (n + A)-boundary for some A > 1 contradicting Theorem 3.4.1.

The next lemma follows from the fact that <i: S -» T is a closed map since

S is compact.
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Lemma 3.5.3. Suppose <i>: 5-> T is a local homeomorphism. Then {t: <p l(t)

is plural) is a closed set in T.

3.6. Finally we are in a position to prove the Key Proposition 2.1.

Proof of Proposition 2.1. We begin by constructing a set like Wx locally.

Let q E T be any point such that <f>_1(?) is plural. It is known that T is

totally disconnected (Wolfe [38, Corollary 1.4], Amir [4]) and that $ is of

finite order (Isbell and Semadeni [21, Theorem 1]). Since <f> is a local

homeomorphism (Theorem 3.5.1) we can choose a cover Qq — {G; Us) of the

fiber <b~l(q) such that <i> is one-to-one on each set Us. Since each boundary

for <¡> is extremally disconnected (Theorem 3.1.3), by part (ii) Theorem 3.3.1

there is a closed and open set Gq in T with q E Gq c G and a point

b E >?~x(q) such that, if t E Gq and if {s E 4>~x(q): 4>~l(t) n Us) is plural,

then <p-x(t) n Ub¥=0. Let Wq = ^~\Gq) n Ub. Thus the set Wq satisfies

property (a) of the Key Proposition for the restriction map <i>|^-i(c ).

Let K = {t E T: <j>~x(t) is plural}. Since K is compact (Lemma 3.5.3) and

totally disconnected we can choose a finite family of pairs G¡ and W¡ such

that the sets {G,} are a disjoint cover of K by closed and open sets and, for

each ;', W¡ satisfies property (a) for the restriction map 4>\^,-\Gy Let Wx =

U W¡. This proves (a). Since K is closed, D = <i>~x(K) n Wx is also closed.

This proves (b). Part (c) follows from Proposition 3.1.4. Note that K = <HWX)

D <KSi) aQd so C(K) is a P,-space (Theorem 3.1.3) and therefore the map \l:

Kx -> K of Proposition 3.1.4 has an averaging operator v with ||t>|| = 1.

4. Compactifications giving injective spaces of continuous functions and

extension operators. Suppose C(S) is an injective Banach space. Then S

contains an open dense extremally disconnected subset (Amir [1], [2], Cohen,

Labbé and Wolfe [10]). Thus we may view S as a compactification of a

locally compact extremally disconnected Hausdorff space.

In this section X will always denote a locally compact extremally discon-

nected Hausdorff space, X* will denote a compactification of AT, A'00 (respec-

tively ß(X)) will denote the one-point (respectively Stone-Cech) compactifi-

cation of X. See Gillman and Jerison [17] for a discussion of compactifica-

tions.

We consider the question of which compactifications X* (X as above) have

the property that C(X*) is injective. In particular, we show the relationship

between the existence of extension operators from ß (X) \ X to ß (X) and the

existence of extension operators for X*\X to X*. The next section contains

an example of a space X* such that C(X*) is injective but there is no

extension operator from X* \ X to X*.

The following results are known: (1) C(X00) is injective <=» there is an

extension operator from ß(X) \ X to ß(X) and (2) C(XCC) is a Px-space for
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A < 3 <=> ß(X) \ X is a finite set (Amir [1, Corollary b]). In this case A = 3 -

2/ n where n is the number of points in ß (X) \ X.

The identity map of X to itself uniquely determines an onto map p:

ß(X) -* X*. It is easy to show that if p"'(x) is plural, then x E X* \ X (see

Gillman and Jerison [17, §6.12]). So p is the Gleason map for X*. Thus if

J = X*\X, the remark following Proposition 3.1.1 applies and yields the

next three propositions.

Proposition 4.1. Let X* be a compactification of the locally compact

extremally disconnected Hausdorff space X. Suppose there is an extension

operator from X*\X to X*. Then C(X*) is injective «=> C(X* \ X) is injective

and there is an extension operator from ß(X) \X to ß(X).

Proposition 4.2. Let X* be a compactification of the locally compact

extremally disconnected Hausdorff space X. Suppose that C(X*) is injective.

Then there is an extension operator from X* \ X to X* <=» there is an extension

operator from ß(X)\X to ß(X).

Proposition 4.3. Let X* be a compactification of the locally compact

extremally disconnected Hausdorff space X. Suppose there is an extension

operator from ß(X)\X to ß(X). Then C(X*) is injective<=> C(X* \X) is

injective.

Conway [11, Theorem 2] has shown that if there is an extension operator

from ß(X)\X to ß(X), then X is pseudocompact i.e., every continuous

function on X is bounded. This result plus Proposition 4.2 yield the next

corollary.

Corollary 4.4. Let X* be a compactification of the locally compact extrem-

ally disconnected Hausdorff space X. Suppose C(X*) is injective. If there is an

extension operator from X*\X to X*, then X is pseudocompact.

5. Examples. This section contains new examples of injective spaces C(T).

The first part outlines a method for constructing such examples. The

second part gives an example of an injective space C(T) such that there is no

extension operator from C(TA) to C(T) where TA is the Amir boundary of T.

All previous examples known to the author have such extension operators.

The structure of these examples is easily seen. For this reason they suggest

and illustrate many of the open questions of the next section.

For additional examples of injective spaces C(T), see remark (2) of Amir

[3], Amir [1], [4] and Isbell and Semadeni [21].

First Examples. For each integer n > 1 we construct a space Tn such that

C(Tn) is injective and such that, ifC(Tn) is a Px-space, then X > N. In certain

cases, C(Tn) is a F'„-space.
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Let S be an extremally disconnected space which contains two disjoint,

closed, nowhere dense sets Ax and A2 which are homeomorphic to S. Let h,:

S-*A¡ be homeomorphisms onto. Suppose there is an extension operator

from A¡ to S. If N is the integers then ß (N) is an example of such a space S.

For each integer n > 1, we inductively define an upper semicontinuous

closed set partition Dn of S. Let Dx be the trivial partition of S, i.e., there are

no plural sets in Dx. The next partition D2 is obtained by identifying

corresponding points in Ax and A2. More specifically, using the homeomor-

phisms hx: S->AX and h2: S ^ A2, the plural sets of D2 are of the form

hx(s)\j h2(s) for s E S. This completes the construction of D2. Inductively

assume that an upper semicontinuous closed set partition D„_x of S has been

defined. Since S is homeomorphic to Ax and j42, we can place the partition

Dn_x on each of the sets Ax and A2 and, in addition, identify corresponding

points in Ax and A2 to obtain a new partition Dn of S1. Thus the plural sets of

Dn are of the form hx(F) u h2(F) where F E Dn_x.This completes the

construction of the partitions Dn of S.

For each n > 1, define T„ to be the quotient space S/D„ and let <bn:

S -» Tn be the quotient map. It is straightforward to verify that Dn is upper

semicontinuous if Dn_x is, and so an inductive proof shows that Tn is a

compact Hausdorff space.

We state some easily verified facts about the spaces Tn.

(1) If #2" = {/ E Tn: <¡>-x(t) is plural}, then for n > 2, <S>~X(K^) = AxuA2

and #2" = <b„(Ax u A2) = <b„(Ax) = <b„(A2) is closed. For n = 1, K¡ = 0.

(2) For n > 1, Tn is homeomorphic to K2 + ' by the natural map making the

following diagram commute:

^+i^¡

n+l

(3) Since Ax u A2 = ^>~\K2) is nowhere dense, </>„ is irreducible and so <bn:

S -> Tn is the Gleason map for P„.

(4) The Amir boundary (Tn)A of Tn is homeomorphic to T„_x for « > 2.

(5) By (1) there is an extension operator from (p~x(K2) and thus by part (b)

of Proposition 3.1.1 there is an extension operator from the Amir boundary

(Tn)A = K2 to T„ since, as we shall see, there is an averaging operator for <f>„.

The proof that <p„ admits an averaging operator is by induction. This is

clear for n = 1 since <bx is a homeomorphism. Inductively assume there is an
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averaging operator u„ for <b„. By (5) there is an extension operator from

.<fVfI1(AT2 + I) to S. Therefore, by part (a) of Proposition 3.1.1, there is an

averaging operator for <f>„+, if there is an averaging operator ux for

<>a+i|cbn"^1i(^2 + 1) " tf'ii+iMi u -^2- The desired averaging operator u, is de-

fined for each/ E C(AX u AJ by ux(f) = u„(f ° A,). Thus C(Tn) is injective

since <b„ admits an averaging operator.

We give a proof suggested by Haskel Rosenthal that if S satisfies the

countable chain condition and C(T„) is a Px-space, then A > n. This is

obvious if n = 1. Inductively assume it is true for n. If C(Tn+x) is a Px-space

for A < n + 1, then, by Theorem 1.1 of Wolfe [38], C((Tn+x)A) is a Px_,-

space. But by (4), (Tn+X) - T„. Thus C(T„) is a Px_,-space where A - 1 < («

+ 1) — 1 <- /t. This contradicts the inductive assumption and proves the

result.

It can be proved (without assuming the countable chain condition) that if

C(T„) is a Px-space, then X> n. We very briefly outline the proof. The proof

is based upon the fundamental work on averaging operators by Ditor [15].

For an onto map <b: S -» T, a certain sequence A^ (2,..., 2) of subsets of T

can be defined (Definition 5.3 of Ditor [15]). If A<*> (2,... ,2)=£ 0, then

(Corollary 5.4 of Ditor [15]) any averaging operator for <b has norm at least

A + 1. An argument by induction on A shows that for any n if F E Dn and

<bn(F) EA£> (2,..., 2), then, *B+,(A,(F) U A2(P)) E A£+» (2,..., 2).

Therefore, since tf¡(2, ..., 2) ^ 0 by the irreducibility of <p2, an inductive

argument shows that A£~!)(2,..., 2) ¥= 0 for each n. Thus if u„ is an

averaging operator for cbn, then ||tin|| > n. Therefore, if C(T„) is a Px-space,

then A > n.

If the extension operators from ^4, and A2 to S have norm one, then C(Tn)

is a P„-space. We briefly outline the proof. Clearly C(TX) — C(S) is a

Pj-space since S is extremally disconnected. Inductively assume C(T„) is a

P„-space. Then there is an averaging operator u„ for <f>„: S-+T„ with

||mJ| = n. Let P„ = cb„° ° un be the projection of C(S) onto cb°(C(r„)). For

each / E C(S), define A„(f) E C(AX U AJ on each set A¡ by An(f)\A, =
f\A¡ — (P„(f ° A,)) o A,--1. Since there is a norm one extension operator from

each of the disjoint closed sets Ax and A2, there is an extension operator E:

C(Ax\jA2)^C(S) with ||P|| = 1. Define Pn+,: C(S)^>C(S) for each

/ E C(S) by Pn+X(f) = /- E(A„(f)). Then PB+, is a projection of C(5)

onto C+i(C(Pn+1)) and thus wn+, = (^0+1)_1 ° Pn+, is an averaging opera-

tor for cb„+1. It is immediate that ||^n|| = ||J - P„||. It follows from part c of

Lemma 2.2 of Wolfe [38] that if u is an averaging operator for the irreducible

onto map <b: S-> T and P = u ° cb°, then ||/ - P|| = ||P|| = \\u\\. Thus

Kll = P - P„\\ = ll^ll = IKII = n. Therefore, \\un+x\\ = \\Pn+x\\ - ||/ -
E » A„\\ < 1 + ||P|| \\A„\\ = 1 + n. This completes the proof that C(Tn) is a
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P„-space if the extension operators from A¡ to S have norm one.

Second Example. We construct an injective space C(T) such that there is no

extension operator from C(TA) to C(T) where TA is the Amir boundary of T. In

fact, C(T) is a P3-space.

The author is indebted to H. P. Rosenthal for conversations leading to this

example.

Let T be an uncountable set and ß(T) denote the Stone-Cech compactifica-

tion of r.
Step 1. ß(T) is embedded as a nowhere dense subset of an extremally

disconnected space ß, such that there is a retraction map p: ß, -» ß(T), i.e.,

p(x) = x for xEß(T).

Step 2. ß(T) is a closed nowhere dense subset of an extremally discon-

nected space ß2 such that there is no extension operator from C(ß(T)) to

C(Ö2).
Step 3. Let ß be the disjoint union of ß, and ß2. Let T be the quotient

space of ß obtained by identifying corresponding points of j8(T). Then T is

the desired example.

Proof of Step 1. Let ß, =* ß(T X N) and ir: T X 7V-»r be the projection

map. Let <b: ß(T X N) -» ß{T) be the extension to the Stone-Cech compacti-

fications. Then <p(y X ß(N)) = y for each y £ T and thus 4>(ß(X X N) \ (T

X N)) = ß (T). A Zorn's lemma argument produces a minimal closed subset

A of ß(T X N)\(T X N) such that <i>(/4) = ß(T). Then 4>\A: A -> jß(T) is
irreducible and thus it is a homeomorphism since ß(T) is extremally discon-

nected (Lemma 2.3, Gleason [18]; Theorem 24.2.10, Semadeni [35]). Note that

A is nowhere dense since it is contained in the nowhere dense set ß(T X N) \

(T X N). Then (<p\A)~x ° <J>: ß(T X N) ->A is the desired retraction map.

Proof of Step 2. For each cardinal number m, let ßm denote the maximal

ideal space of the Banach algebra L°°([0, l]"1) (the essentially bounded

measurable functions with respect to the product Lebesgue measure on [0,

l]m). Let ß2 = ßm where m is chosen so that the cardinality of ßm exceeds the

cardinality of ß(T) and the weight of ßm exceeds the weight of ß(T). (The

weight of a topological space is the smallest cardinality of a basis for the

topology.) Then ß (T) embeds as a closed subset of ß2 (part (e) of Theorem

5.1, Rosenthal [33]). There is no extension operator from ß(T) to fi2 since ß2

satisfies the CCC but ß(T) does not (part (a) of Theorem 4.5, Rosenthal [33]).

Finally, ß (T) is nowhere dense in ß2 since any closed and open subset of ß2 is

homeomorphic to ß2 ([0, l]m with the product Lebesgue measure is a

homogeneous measure space) and thus, by cardinality, ß(T) contains no open

subset.
Proof of Step 3. For ß and T defined as above, let <i>: ß -> T be the

quotient map. By Step 1 and Proposition 3.1.1 (or see remark 3, Amir [3])
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there is an averaging operator for <f> and thus C(T) is injective (in fact, a

P3-space). The Amir boundary TA of T is homeomorphic to ß(T) (Lemma

2.3, Wolfe [38]) and <¡>~X(TA) is the two disjoint copies of ß(T) contained in

ß, and ß2. By part (b) of Proposition 3.1.1, there is an extension operator

from C(T^) to C(T) if and only if there is an extension operator from the

two disjoint copies of ß (T) to ß. But there is no such extension operator by

Step 2.

6. Remarks, questions and open problems. This final section contains a

number of questions and open problems about injective spaces of continuous

functions. Additional problems can be found in Wolfe [37], [38].

Some of the properties of the spaces T such that C(T) is a Px-space for

X < 3 may be true only under the assumption that C(T) is injective. The

answers to the following two questions are yes if C(T) is a Px-space for

X < 3. They seem to be open for arbitrary injective spaces C(T).

Question 1. If C(T) is injective and K2 = {t E T: <p~x(t) is plural} where

<b: S -> T is the Gleason map for T, is K2 closed?

Question 2. If C(T) is injective and U is an open subset of T, then is C(U)

injective?

The answer to the following two questions is yes if C(T) is a Px-space for

X < 3 and T satisfies the CCC.

Question 3. If C(T) is injective, is the Amir boundary TA the boundary of

the closure of an open set in T1

Question 4. If C(T) is injective and if the Gleason map for T is of finite

order, is the Gleason map for T a local homeomorphism?

If the answer to question 3 is yes then the answer to question 1 is also yes.

Problem 5. Characterize the compactifications T of discrete spaces such

that C(T) is injective.

The answer to the next question is yes if T satisfies the CCC (see Corollary

1.4 of Wolfe [38]).
Question 6. If C(T) is injective, is T totally disconnected?

The answers to all the parts of the following question are yes if T satisfies

the CCC.

Question 7. Suppose that C(T) is a Px-space for X < 3 and T does not

satisfy the CCC.

(a) Is the Amir boundary of T extremally disconnected?

(b) Is the Gleason map for T a local homeomorphism?

(c) Is the Amir boundary of T the boundary of the closure of an open set in

T1
(d) Is there an extension operator from TA to T1

(e) Is T an elementary quotient space of its Gleason space?

If the answer to (b) or (c) is yes, then so is the answer to (d).
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The techniques in this paper plus a few special arguments yield the

following two propositions which are stated without proof. Both are generali-

zations of Theorem 4 of Amir [4].

Proposition. Suppose C(T) is a Px-space forX<2\ and S is the Gleason

space for T. Then there are disjoint, closed, nowhere dense, extremely discon-

nected subsets A,, A2, Bx, B2, B3 in S admitting extension operators of norm less

than 3 and there are homeomorphisms from Ax onto A2, from Bx onto B2 and

from B2 onto B3 such that T is obtained from S by identifying corresponding

points in the sets A¡ and the sets B¡. Furthermore, the answers to all parts of the

last question are yes.

A map cb: S -» T is of order exactly n if for every t ET either card(<i "'(/))

= n orcard(cb-1(/)) = 1.

Proposition. Suppose C(T) is a Px-space for X < 3 and the Gleason map cb:

S -» T is of order exactly n. Then there are n disjoint, closed, nowhere dense,

homeomorphic subsets Ax, . . . ,An in S admitting extension operators to S such

that T is obtained from S by identifying corresponding points in the sets A¡.

Furthermore, the answers to parts (b) through (e) of the last question are yes

(part (a) is open).

Some of the simplest spaces T such that C(T) is injective are those whose

Gleason map is of order two. Perhaps a characterization of such spaces would

shed light on the more general problem of characterizing those spaces T such

that C(T) is injective and the Gleason map for T is of finite order.

Question 8. Suppose C(T) is injective and the Gleason map cb: S -» T is of

order two. Are there two disjoint, nowhere dense, homeomorphic sets A, and

A2 in S such that there is an extension operator from Ax and such that T is

obtained as a quotient of S by identifying pairs of points corresponding via a

homeomorphism of A x onto A21

A more general version of.the last question is this:

Problem 9. Let T be the quotient space of S obtained by identifying

corresponding points in two homeomorphic subsets. Let cb: S -» T be the

quotient map. Give necessary and sufficient conditions for cb to have an

averaging operator.

The techniques of this paper yield the following:

Proposition. If C(T) is injective and the Gleason map for T is of order two,

then C(U) is injective for any open set U in T. If T satisfies the countable chain

condition then the boundary of the closure of any open set in T is extremally

disconnected.

Question 10. Give necessary and sufficient conditions on S in order for

C(S) to be a P3-space.
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The known examples of spaces S such that C(S) is a P3-space are two

types: (1) quotient spaces of extremally disconnected spaces obtained by

identifying all the points of a nowhere dense closed subset on which there is

an extension operator of norm one (Proposition 2 of Isbell and Semadeni

[21]) and (2) by taking the Stone-Cech compactification of a disjoint union of

a sequence of spaces S„ such that C(S„) is a P^-space where X„ < 3 and

X„ ->3 (Lemma 5 of Isbell and Semadeni [21]). A more specific formulation

of Question 10 is the following:

Question 11. If C(S) is a P3-space, then is S a disjoint union of the above

two types?

There is an intimate relationship between averaging and extension opera-

tors. This can be seen in Propositions 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. Isbell and Semadeni

[21] and Amir [3] have noted that if <b: S-* T is a Gleason map, then

inf{||«||: u is an averaging operator for <i>} is related to the possible values of

the infimum of norms of extension operators from closed subsets of compact

Hausdorff spaces. A positive resolution of the following three open questions

would further the understanding of the spaces T such that C(T) is injective.

Question 12. If K is a closed subset of the extremally disconnected space S

and if there is an extension operator from K to S, is K extremally discon-

nected?

Question 13. Does there exist a closed subset of an extremally disconnected

space for which there is an extension operator but no extension operator of

norm 1? (For contrast with the extremally disconnected case, see Benyamini

[8]-)
Question 14. (See Rosenthal [34].) Let K be a closed subset of an extremally

disconnected space and suppose C(K) is injective. Under what conditions

does it follow that K is extremally disconnected?
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